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It is always exciting to follow the latest emerging scientific news, with its experimental or
observational proof confirming the influence of new paradigm perspectives upon our reality (for two
newest examples, see here). The new paradigm implies a new vision, a new background picture of our
conscious and sub-conscious imagination about how this reality should be - or better still, is expected
to be.
Each of our predecessor's generations had their own vision of their world with their own paradigm. We
do too, as we currently formulate our own. However the new paradigm emerging before our very eyes
is vastly different from all previous paradigms of humanity because it involves the first truly global
vision of our World; a pastiche of all human beings, independent of cultural, religious, demographic,
educational, or economic differences. This new paradigm is our first (perhaps only) chance to connect
us all and transcend old-paradigm limits and boundaries. It is precisely this reason that now compels us
to involve the global population in becoming conscious and active co-creators of this new model.

Frankly, we'll probably never know all the details of how the World is constructed nor the functioning
of our Universe much less the who, what, when, and why of its creation. Nevertheless, during the last
hundreds of years we have developed scientific tools to facilitate organizing and coordinating this huge

task, involving those in science, medicine, culture, economy, religion, and all other domains of human
activities on Earth. Those tools have been assimilated into the most advanced achievements of the so
called Edge-Sciences. They now stand directly on the top floor of the old-paradigm building or at the
ground level of the new one. Old archetypes fall as new architects rebuild. We find ourselves caught in
the complexity of living between floors; of a decaying penthouse level and a fresh entry level of our
paradigm construction.
There already exist three such representations in The Laszlo Institute of New Paradigm Research; the
General System Theory, the Holistic Medicine, and the Unified Physics. Some cultural initiatives are
also explicitly directed toward this new global paradigm, for example Synchronistory, an
unprecedented, first-ever television event for everyone on Earth simultaneously.
Additionally, The Laszlo Institute hopes to inspire new peaceful means for financial and religious
leaders to cooperate with each other and with the important global bodies they represent, thereby
dissolving old misunderstandings based on separation.
If you feel you can constructively contribute to the New-Paradigm formation with any kind of
personal, peaceful, open-minded activity, you are welcome to attend through the Institute's online
connections.

